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Lanna is a beautifully designed and impeccably built 
resort-style apartment complex located in the heart 

of Koh Samui, yet hidden away enough from the hustle 
and bustle allowing for eace and uiet whilst oozing 
style and sophistication.

A contemporary and truly chic resort featuring 
beautifully appointed suites from designer studios 
through to decadent penthouses and a range of hotel 
facilities including a fusion cuisine bistro and cocktail 
bar  s a  fitness center  tennis courts and an o ersized 
central swimming pool with hydrotherapy beds, Lanna 
packs a punch with both stunning aesthetic design 
elements and an overall 5-star resort experience.

As you enter Lanna, it is hard not to be wowed by the 
clean lines, simple and striking architecture and white 
and cream hues that blend seamlessly into the lush 
tropical surroundings. A fresh take on resort design, 
Lanna brings resort-style apartment living in to the 
next century with modern touches that err on the side 
of style rather than mere functionality.

he o ersized natural stone swimming ool that greets 
you as you enter, has been stunningly designed and 
features in-built hydrotherapy beds and a shallow pool 
for families with children and surrounding the pool are 
plenty of shaded lounger areas. Further to the vast 
swimming ool  anna also boasts two full size tennis 
courts with tennis equipment available for hire and 
lessons upon request.

With a very directional chic and cutting edge feel, 
their rooms are beautifully appointed with all modern 
facilities you would expect from a high-end hotel and 
guests can e ect the finest of e erything  from the 
solid teak custom made furnishings, to the Sony 
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limited edition white flatscreen s  to the la ish in
room amenities from their own spa, right down to the 
Egyptian cotton towels and bed linen.

Lanna features a mix of 77 impeccably designed 
accommodation options - studio style junior suites, 
one bedroom master suites, two bedroom luxury 
penthouses and one truly decadent penthouse XL – 
something for everyone. Each room comes equipped 
with everything you would expect from a luxury hotel 
including a Chubb safe, hairdryer, robes and slippers 
and of course a well-stocked mini-bar. Every guests’ 
fa ourite!

Not only is their design one of the best features, 
the facilities make this an all-round winner with 
The Secret Garden, their on-site spa and wellness 
center - the perfect place to de-stress, relax and 
pamper - offering a blissful menu of sumptuous spa 
treatments and special packages including traditional 
Thai and aromatherapy massage, deep cleansing and 
anti-aging facials, detoxifying body wraps and natural 
body scrubs.

or those loo ing to ee  fit during their stay  the state 
of the art fitness studio at anna boasts im actful 
floor to ceiling glass windows so you can en oy the 
stunning tropical view whilst going for the burn on their 
cardio machines. The fully equipped gym also has Life 
Fitness resistance machines imported from the US and 
collection of professional free weights.

If eating if more your thing, then Vanilla, their fusion 
cuisine restaurant and cocktail bar overlooking 
the ool and designed with no less style and flair   
offers fantastic signature dishes from Mediterranean 
favourites with a local twist, to fresh takes on Thai 
classics - all simply presented and made using the 
best, locally sourced produce.

Lanna has been designed with the discerning guest 
in mind who is looking for simplicity coupled with 
sophistication and luxury, giving you the best of 
everything Koh Samui has to offer.

For more information visit www.lanna-samui.com or 
contact info@lanna-samui.com


